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Designation as inventor - communication under Rule 19(3) EPC
You have been designated as inventor in the above-mentioned European patent application. Below you will find the data contained in the designation of inventor and further data mentioned in Rule 143(1) EPC:

DATE OF FILING : 21.12.11

PRIORITY : //

TITLE : Pivot linkage device with bearings comprising means for protection against high voltage transients

DESIGNATED STATES : AL AT BE BG CH CY CZ DE DK EE ES FI FR GB GR HR HU IE IS IT LI LT LU LV MC MK MT NL NO PL PT RO RS SE SI SK SM TR

INVENTOR (PUBLISHED = 1, NOT PUBLISHED = 0):
1/Leferink, Frank/Pastoor Rudingpad 10/7587 AP DE LUTTE/NL
1/Hogeman, Edwin Leonardus Josephus/Bornsestraat 13/7595 LH WEERSELO/NL

DECLARATION UNDER ARTICLE 81 EPC:
The applicant(s) has (have) acquired the right to the European patent
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